OVERVIEW
Carlos Saint Mary will make you rethink everything
you think you know about gold, diamonds, art and
collectibles. He gives us an inside look at the world of
investment and collecting as he travels to treacherous
places around the globe in search of the treasures
his wealthy clients so desperately seek. This man
will risk his life and the lives of his team in order to
make the deal, completely immersing themselves
into the Dangerous Trade.

TREATMENT
Dangerous Trade follows the world renowned gem
and commodities expert, Carlos Saint Mary, as he
travels around the globe to find, source, and deliver
some of the world’s rarest and most sought after
commodities, such as gold, diamonds, obscure gems,
and precious metals. His years of military training
and his dynamic personality drive the mission for
each episode. Each episode showcases an adventure
in which Carlos provides an intimate look at how the
trade business of these commodities is conducted
around the world. Viewers will travel along with Carlos
to these exotic locations and join him as he submerges
himself into diverse cultures in an effort to connect
buyers and sellers for the exchange of precious goods.

STRUCTURE
Dangerous Trade’s program structure provides the
viewer with a consistent and recognizable “Quest,”
emphasizinglocations, experiences, and adventure.
Throughout his journeys, Carlos Saint Mary will
acquire something valuable and unique on a weekly
basis. The format structure flows as follows: contact
by the buyer/seller, the set-up which explains the
product and mission, the quest for procurement, the
negotiation, and the final outcome/product. The
show structure is supported and complimented by
the cultural journey and raw commentary (similar
to Anthony Bourdain), as well as the production
style and presentation of finished goods (similar
to American Chopper).

EPISODES (1-4)

Episode 1 : Diamonds in the Bush
Carlos navigates through Lofa county in Northern
Liberia to work with a tribe of Bass village men to
deal on diamonds. When the deals don’t go as
smoothly as anticipated, Carlos faces the tough
decision of either cutting his losses by settling for
the inflated bush price on a group of rough diamonds
or venturing further into the remote areas once
controlled by the brutal rebel troops loyal to the
dictator Charles Taylor.

Episode 3: Gem City Shuffle
Carlos is back in Namibia to revisit merchants from
Windheok, who have an inventory of stones and
offer metal mining opportunities. Carlos works
with the local tribal council to make a fair deal. This
upsets other local Liberian gem dealers. Carlos
makes peace when he brokers a three-way deal,
averting huge arguments and any public aggression.

Episode 2: Let’s Go Deeper
After a successful deal in Catoca, Angola, Carlos
opts to go deeper into the remote bush to continue
the quest of finding the big payday he needs Carlos is
tipped off by a local and has to cross the crocodile and
snake infested Congo River to find the indigenous
tribes without a guide or a translator. He is left
making a risky deal on some gold nuggets and
dust without the proper testing equipment.

Episode 4: The Switch
Carlos travels to South Africa for his annual stone
trade-buy event at his hotel with all the licensed
dealers. As a 25 year licensed gem dealer and expert,
Carlos quickly identifies a few remote villagers
trying to run a scam, working together behind the
scenes to push the prices up. Carlos surprises them
by brokering a huge deal and everyone learns that
they can trust him in the future.

EPISODES (5-8)

Episode 5: Back to the Bush
Carlos journeys back deep into Sierra Leone on a
mission to find a rare blue diamond and receives
word from a trusted contact that knows of some
stones including yellow diamonds and a very large
blue diamond. He hires local villagers and orphans to
lead Carlos and his team to the gold and diamonds
found in the Zimi area. The families receive a big
payday for their help and everyone celebrates with
a village barbeque.

Episode 7: River Run
After two weeks of extreme down pours, the weather
has put a halt to their excavation in Brazil, ruining
the team’s business opportunities as the floods
continue to effect the dig area. Suddenly a contact
deep in the Amazon gets a message to Carlos about
a 1000cts of stone that could salvage their trip.
Carlos must acquire the stone and return it quickly
to Namibia for a buyer.

Episode 6: Controlling the Elements
It’s the wettest season in Brazil, slowing Carlos and
the crew’s progress in excavating precious stones
near the Amazon. Caught in the throws of torrential
rains, the crew doubts they will make it back to
the city in time to meet their foreign client. Carlos
is forced to use his military training and bush
skills when coming across washed out bridges to
make the meeting in style and cash in a payday
no one expected.

Episode 8: Ready to Ship
Carlos makes a few incredible finds in South Africa
and ends up stockpiling a large amount of raw gold
dust and diamonds that are to be delivered to buyers.
Ready to hit the road, he gets a call from a source
that informs him that the markets are cooling for his
diamond and gold material. As he faces the reality
of cooling mineralprices in Europe, he must come up
with a quick solution to cover his investor payment.
Carlos travels to Asian territories to sell his inventory
before the global bottom falls out.

EPISODES (9-10)

Episode 9: The Belgians are Coming
Carlos receives a group of businessmen from Antwerp
that traveled to Brazil for a large gem purchase. While
the group members meet with others to get a better
deal, Carlos visits his village contacts in search of
the best of the best for his clients. Carlos gets word
that his clients are in danger of being defrauded and
calls some acquaintances that are the local authorities
and is able to save the day for his buyers. All the while,
he is able to deliver amazing stones to his clients.
Episode 10: Have I Got a Deal for You
Carlos gets an urgent call from an old friend that needs
him to help rescue an ancient Russian mining site
located in Lesotho. Carlos races to find a large stone
to use as collateral. The site has great potential, but
will require a large cash injection to bring it up to
speed and the right working conditions before they
are shut down. He arrives at the site and rolls the
dice with a huge diamond surprise and uncovers a
revelation that no one would have seen coming.

THANK YOU
Thank you for allowing us the opportunity
to present this summary to the group. We
look forward to receiving your input and
advancing discussions in our collective vision.

